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FIBERED PRODUCTS OF HOMOGENEOUS CONTINUA

KAREN VILLARREAL

Abstract. In this paper, we construct homogeneous continua by using a fibered

product of a homogeneous continuum X with itself. The space X must have

a continuous decomposition into continua, and it must possess a certain type

of homogeneity property with respect to this decomposition. It is known that

the points of any one-dimensional, homogeneous continuum can be "blown up"

into pseudo-arcs to form a new continuum with a continuous decomposition

into pseudo-arcs. We will show that these continua can be used in the above

construction. Finally, we will show that the continuum constructed by using

the pseudo-arcs, the circle of pseudo-arcs, or the solenoid of pseudo-arcs is not

homeomorphic to any known homogeneous continuum.

Introduction

A continuum is a compact, connected metric space. A continuum X is ho-

mogeneous if, for any pair of points x, y in X , there exists a homeomorphism

h: (X, x) —► (X, y). In this paper, we will build new homogeneous continua

by using fibered products of other homogeneous continua. If f: X —> Z and

g: Y —> Z are maps, then the fibered product of X and Y with respect to /

and g is the space {(x, y) e X x Y : f(x) = g(y)}.

One of the new homogeneous continua is the fibered product of two pseudo-

arcs. A pseudo-arc is a chainable, hereditarily indecomposable continuum. A

chainable continuum is a continuum which is homeomorphic to an inverse limit

of arcs, and an indecomposable continuum is a continuum which is not the

union of two of its proper subcontinua. A continuum is hereditarily indecom-

posable if every subcontinuum is indecomposable. Clearly, every nondegenerate

subcontinuum of a pseudo-arc is a pseudo-arc. The pseudo-arc was first con-

structed by Knaster [7] in 1922. It was shown to be homogeneous by Bing [3]

in 1948. Bing [2] also proved that all pseudo-arcs are homeomorphic.

A continuous decomposition of a continuum is a partition of the continuum

into subcontinua such that the quotient map of the partition is both open and

closed. A circle of pseudo-arcs is a continuum with a continuous decomposition

into pseudo-arcs, such that the quotient space is a circle. Bing and Jones [4]

constructed a circle of pseudo-arcs in 1954, and showed that any two circles of

pseudo-arcs are homeomorphic, and that the circle of pseudo-arcs is homoge-

neous.
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A solenoid is an inverse limit of circles with covering maps as the bonding

maps. In 1977, for each solenoid S, Rogers [11] constructed a solenoid of

pseudo-arcs, that is, a homogeneous continuum with a continuous decomposi-

tion into pseudo-arcs, such that the quotient space is S.

In 1984, Lewis [8] generalized the above results by showing that points of any

homogeneous one-dimensional continuum X can be "blown up" into pseudo-

arcs, so that the resulting continuum is a homogeneous continuum with a con-

tinuous decomposition into pseudo-arcs such that the quotient space is X.

In this paper, we will show that if Y is any of the continua constructed in

Lewis' paper, a homogeneous continuum can be constructed as a fibered product

of Y with itself. In particular, we will show that the continua constructed from

the pseudo-arc, the circle of pseudo-arcs, and a solenoid of pseudo-arcs are not

homeomorphic to any known homogeneous continua.

I

Let X be a continuum which has a continuous decomposition into continua,

and let /: X —> ß be the quotient map where ß is a homogeneous continuum.

We will call the following property of X , with respect to /, Property H:

If h  is any homeomorphism of Q, and if h(f(x)) = f(y),

then there is a homeomorphism h : (X, x) —► iX, y) such that

foh = hof.

In this section, we will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let X be a continuum with a continuous decomposition into non-

degenerate continua, and let f: X —> ß be the quotient map, where Q is

a homogeneous continuum and X has Property H with respect to f. Let

X = {(x,y)eXxX: fix) = f(y)} = \}{f-x(q) x f~\q): q € Q}. Then

X is an aposyndetic, homogeneous continuum such that for each q e Q,

dim(f~x(q) x f~x(q)) < dimX < dim(X x X).

Proof. Let nx : X —► X and n2 : X —> X be projections onto the first and second

coordinates, respectively. The map ni is open, because, if Ui and U2 are open

subsets of X, then %i((Ui x U2) nX) = Ui rif~x(f(U2)) which is an open set

since / is open. Also, note that for each x e X, 7tJ"'(x) = {x} x f~x(f(x))

is homeomorphic to a decomposition element of X.

The space X is compact, since it is a closed subset of X x X. The space

X is also connected. For, if X = U U V, where U and V axe nonempty,

disjoint open sets, then 7ri(<7) and 7ii(V) axe nonempty open sets such that

Tti(U)Uni(V) = X. If x e nx(U) Dnx(V), then {x} x f~x(f(x)) intersects

both U and V . But {x} x f~x(f(x)) is connected, so it must be contained in

one of these sets. Then X must be connected, and hence a continuum.

The space X is also homogeneous. If (xx,yx) and (x2,y2) are points

of X, let px = f(xx) = f(yx) and p2 = f(x2) = f(y2). Choose a homeomor-
phism h: (Q, px) —> (Q, p2). Then, by Property H, there are homeomorphisms

hx: (X, xx)-^ (X, x2) and hy: (X, yx) -» (X, y2), with fohx = hof = fohy.

We have ihx x hy){X) c X, for if (x,y)e X , then f(x) = f(y), so

f(hx(x)) = h(f(x)) = h(f(y)) = f(hy(y)).
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Also, if (u, v) e X, then f(u) = f(v), so

h(f(h-\u))) = f(hx(h-\u))) = f(u) = f(v)

= fi(hy(hy-l(v))) = h(f(h;x(v))).

Since h is a homeomorphism, f(h~x(u)) = f(h~ x(v)), and (h^x(u), hyx(v)) e

X. Then (hx x hy)(X) = X, and therefore, hx xhy is a homeomorphism of

X that takes (xx ,yx) to (x2, y2).

A continuum Y is aposyndetic if for each pair of distinct points x and y

in Y, there is a subcontinuum S of Y such that x e int(S) and ye Y - S.

Jones [6] was the first to use this concept to study homogeneous continua.

We will next show that X must be aposyndetic. Let (x, y) and (x', y')

be distinct points in X. Without loss of generality, assume x / x'. Let U

be an open subset of X such that x e U and x' £ U. Then Jrj"'(c/) is a
closed set containing (x, y) in its interior, but not containing (x', y'). Since

nZx(U) = \j{{z} x f~xifiz))'- z e U}, it is a union of connected sets. Let h

be a homeomorphism of X which fixes the decomposition elements, such that

Â(x') ^ y'. We can obtain h by using Property H, and letting the function h

in the definition of this property be the identity homeomorphism. Then the set

A = {(z, hiz)): z e X} C X is a continuum, since it is homeomorphic to X.

Also, (x', y') ^ A, and for every z e U,

An[{z}xf-x(f(z))]¿0.

Then nZl(U) U A is a continuum containing (x, y) in its interior, but not

containing (x', y').
We also know that for each q e Q, we have

dim(/-'(^) x f~\q)) < dim(X) < dim(X x X),

since f-x(q)xf-x(q)cX cXxX.   O

We can generalize the above result. If j/ is any indexing set, and X is a con-
tinuum with a continuous decomposition into nondegenerate subcontinua, with

quotient space the homogeneous space ß, and having Property H with respect

to the quotient map /, then the space \Jqeç,naesz f~l(q) is an aposyndetic,

homogeneous continuum. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.

Also, suppose X and Y are two continua with continuous decompositions into

nondegenerate subcontinua, both with quotient space the homogeneous space

ß. Suppose X has Property H with respect to the quotient map /, and Y

has Property H with respect to the quotient map g. Then a proof analogous

to the proof of Theorem 1 shows that \jq€Q(f~x(q) x 8~x(q)) is a homoge-

neous continuum. However, the author is not able to conclude that this space

is aposyndetic.

II

Lewis [8] has shown that if ß is a one-dimensional, homogeneous contin-

uum, then there is a one-dimensional continuum X with a continuous decom-

position into pseudo-arcs with quotient map f:X-*Q, such that X satisfies

Property H with respect to /. Then X, as constructed in §1, would be a two-

dimensional, homogeneous, aposyndetic continuum.   Since the pseudo-arc is
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acyclic, the Vietoris-Begle Theorem tells us that the Cech cohomology of X is

the same as the Cech cohomology of ß.

Three continua with which we could replace ß in the above paragraph are

the circle, a solenoid, and the pseudo-arc. The corresponding continua with con-

tinuous decompositions into pseudo-arcs are the circle of pseudo-arcs (CP), a

solenoid of pseudo-arcs (SP), and the pseudo-arc of pseudo-arcs (P), which is

known to be homeomorphic to the pseudo-arc [9]. We will show that CP, SP,

and P axe not homeomorphic to any previously known homogeneous contin-

uum. J. T. Rogers has informed the author that, in the case of CP, this solves

a problem posed by the late Andrew Conner about 10 years ago.

Rogers [ 10] has classified homogeneous continua as being locally connected,

aposyndetic but not locally connected, decomposable but not aposyndetic, or

indecomposable (with further subcategories for indecomposable continua.) He

lists all the known homogeneous continua in each category. CP, SP, and P

axe two-dimensional continua and belong to the category aposyndetic, but not

locally connected. They are not locally connected because their images under

7i) are not locally connected.

The known two-dimensional homogeneous continua in this category are prod-

ucts of two one-dimensional homogeneous continua, at least one of which is not

locally connected, and a few other continua which contain arcs. None of CP,

SP, and P can contain an arc, because the image of an arc under nx would

have to be locally connected. The only locally connected subcontinua of CP,

SP, or P are points. If the image of an arc under nx was a point, the arc

would have to be contained in a pseudo-arc, which contains no arcs.

The known one-dimensional homogeneous continua are Sx , the Menger

curve, the Case continua, other Cantor set bundles over the Menger curve, the
solenoids, the pseudo-arc, the circle of pseudo-arcs, the Menger curve of pseudo-

arcs, the Case continua of pseudo-arcs, the Cantor set bundles over the Menger

curve of pseudo-arcs, and the solenoids of pseudo-arcs [ 10]. It is easy enough to

list all of the products of two one-dimensional homogeneous continua, at least

one of which is not locally connected, and note which have the cohomology

of CP, SP, or P. The continua in the list with the cohomology of CP are

Sx x P and CP x P. The continua with the cohomology of SP are S x P and

SP x P. The only continuum in the list with the cohomology of P is P x P .

Since Sx x P and SxP contain arcs, the only homogeneous continua to which

CP, SP, and P could be homeomorphic are CP x P, SP x P , and P x P,
respectively.

Ill

In this section, we will show that SP is not homeomorphic to SP x P, and

P is not homeomorphic to P x P. A fact that we will need in this section and

the next is that the decompositions of CP, SP, and P axe terminal. This

means that each subcontinuum is either contained in a decomposition element,

or is a union of decomposition elements. Hence, the only proper, nondegenerate

subcontinua of CP and SP axe arcs of pseudo-arcs and pseudo-arcs.

Now we will prove a couple of lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let X be CP, SP, or P, and let K be a subcontinuum of X such

that nx(K) intersects more than one decomposition element.   Then n2(K) =

miK).
Proof. Let D be a decomposition element which intersects niiK), and let

(x, y) e KC\nZl(D). Then we must have y e D ; so D intersects ^(TC). Like-

wise, any decomposition element which intersects n2(K) also intersects 7îi(.ty).

Since 7ii(K) and n2(K) are subcontinua of X which intersect more than one

decomposition element, and since the decomposition is terminal, nx(K) and

n2(K) must each be a union of the decomposition elements it intersects, so

nx(K) = n2(K).   G

A map g: Y ^ Z between continua is weakly confluent if, for each subcon-

tinuum S of Z , there is a component of g~l(S) which maps onto S. Any

map of a continuum onto a pseudo-arc, an arc of pseudo-arcs, or a solenoid of

pseudo-arcs is weakly confluent [5].

Recall that pseudo-arcs are chainable. We will use the following fact con-

cerning chainable continua in the next lemma: If Cx and C2 axe subcontinua

of D x D, where D is a chainable continuum, and the projection of Cx onto

the first coordinate is D, and the projection of C2 onto the second coordinate

is D,then Cx n C2 ¿ 0 [1].

Lemma 2. If Kx and K2 are subcontinua of SP or P such that nx(Kx) and

nx(K2) are each unions of more than one decomposition element, and tix(Kx) n

nx[k2) ¿ 0, then KxnK2¿ 0.

Proof. Since tci (ä"i) and 7Ti(Ty2) must each be either a pseudo-arc, an arc

of pseudo-arcs, or SP, and since n2(K2) = nx(K2), we know that the maps

nx\Kx and n2\K2 are both weakly confluent. There is a decomposition element

D c 711(^1)11711(^2) = 7Ti(A:i)n7r2(Tv2) since nx(Kx)nnx(K2) / 0 , and nx(Kx)

and 7Ti(Tv2) are each unions of decomposition elements. Then there exists

subcontinua Ci of Kx and C2 of K2 suchthat nx(Cx) = D and n2iC2) = D.

Then n2iCx) c D and 7ti(C2) c D, since the coordinates of points of P and

SP must come from the same decomposition element. Then Cx and C2 are

subcontinua of D x D such that 7Ti(Ci) = D and 7T2(C2) = D. Since D is

chainable, we must have Cx n C2 ^ 0 . Then Kx n Tv2 ̂  0 .   □

Let X be SP or P. Let px : X x P -> X and p2: X x P -» P be the

projections. If x e X, we will call px~lix) a vertical slice of X x P, and if

q e P, we will call Pjl(q) a horizontal slice of X x P.

Theorem 2. SP is not homeomorphic to SP x P, and P is not homeomorphic

to Px P.

Proof. Let X be SP or P, and assume o: X x P —> X is a homeomorphism.

Step 1. We will show that if h x and h2 axe distinct horizontal slices of XxP,

and both nx(a(hx)) and nx(a(h2)) are unions of more than one decomposition

element, then nx(o(hx)) and nx(o(h2)) do not intersect.

If 7Ci(<t(Ai)) and nx(o(h2)) intersect, then by Lemma 2, a(hx) and «7(^2)

intersect. But hx and h2 are distinct horizontal slices, and o is a homeomor-

phism, so (a(hx)) and (o(h2)) cannot intersect.

Step 2. We will show that there is at least one horizontal slice h of X x P

suchthat nx(o(h)) is contained in a decompostion element.
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If for every horizontal slice h of X x P, nx(o(h)) is a union of more

than one decomposition element, then Step 1 tells us that for each horizontal

slice h, a (h) = nxx(nx(o(h))). But a(h) must be one-dimensional, while

nZl(nx(o(h))) is two-dimensional, since iiiiaih)) is a union of more than one

decomposition element. Hence, there is a horizontal slice h suchthat nx(a(h))

is contained in a decomposition element.

Step 3. Now we prove the theorem. Let h be a horizontal slice of X x P

such that 7Ti(<t(A)) is contained in a decomposition element D. Let vi be a

vertical slice of XxP suchthat 7Ci (tr(i»i )) intersects X\T). Since 7rj"'(X\Z))

is two-dimensional, nxl(X\D) çt o(vx), so there exists a vertical slice v2 of

XxP distinct from vx suchthat nx(a(v2)) intersects X\D. Both a(vx) and

er(i>2) must intersect a(h), since both i>i and v2 intersect h, so nx(o(vx))

and 7Ti(cr(ü2)) each also intersect Z). Since nx(a(v\)) and 7Ti((t(v2)) each

also intersect X\D, they must each be unions of more than one decomposition

element, and must each contain D. Then by Lemma 2, o(vx)Z\o(v2) ^ 0.

But this is a contradiction since vxC\v2 = 0. Hence, there can be no homeo-

morphism a : X x P —* X .

IV

In this section, we will prove that CP x P is not homeomorphic to CP. We

will use a lemma similar to Lemma 2. Since CP does not satisfy the property

that every map of a continuum onto it is weakly confluent, the hypothesis for

this lemma is more restrictive than the hypothesis of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. If Kx and K2 are subcontinua of C P suchthat nx(Kx) and nx(K2)

are arcs of pseudo-arcs, and 7ix(Kx)Cinx (K2) =¿ 0, then Kx n K2 ^ 0.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.    D

If pi : CP x P —> CP and p2 : CP x P —> P are the projections, then for

each x e CP, we will call ^¡"'(x) a vertical slice of CP x P, and for each

q e P, we will call p2l(q) a horizontal slice of CP x P.

Theorem 3.  CP x P is not homeomorphic to CP.

Proof. Assume a : CP x P —> CP is a homeomorphism.

Step 1. We will show that if k is a horizontal or vertical slice of CP x P,

then iii(a(k)) is contained in a decomposition element.

Suppose nx(a(k)) is not contained in a decomposition element. Then

nx(o(k)) contains an arc of pseudoarcs A. Choose a sequence k„ of verti-

cal slices, if k is vertical, or horizontal slices, if k is horizontal, of CP x P,

such that k„ ^ k for all n , and kn -> k . Since f(nx(o(k„))) —> f(nxioik))),
we must have, for n large, f(nx(o(kn))) is nondegenerate. Also, since int(A)

is an open set containing points of the limit set of {nx(o(kn))}, for n large,

KX(o(k„)) must intersect int(yl). Choose n so that nx(o(k„)) contains an

arc of pseudoarcs intersecting int(A), and choose a decompostion element

D c int(A) n nx(o(kn)). Let S be a component of n\~x(A) n oik), and Sn

be a component of nZl(A)r\o(k„), such that nx(S) and nx(S„) each intersect

D. We will show that nx(S) and nx(S„) must each be arcs of pseudo-arcs

containing D.
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If nx (S) is not an arc of pseudo-arcs, then ni(S) c D, and hence S =¿ o(k).

If 7 is a subcontinuum of o(k) properly containing S, then %i(Y) must

intersect the complement of A, since 5 is a component of nx~x(A) f\ o(k).

Since S is a proper subcontinuum of a(k), a space homeomorphic to either a

pseudo-arc or a circle of pseudo-arcs, we can find a decreasing sequence {Yn}

of subcontinua of a(k), each properly containing S, such that Y„ —> S. Then

itiiYn) -> 7ii(5). However, for each n, 7Ti(y„) intersects the complement of

A , while 7Ti(>S) C D c int(^4). Since this is impossible, ni(S) must be an arc

of pseudo-arcs. Likewise, we can show that ni(S„) is an arc of pseudo-arcs.

Since both 7ti(S) and nx(Sn) axe arcs of pseudo-arcs containing D, by

Lemma 3, S n S„ ^ 0, and ct(/c) n a(/c„) 7^ 0. But /: and kn are distinct,

so this is impossible. Therefore, o(k) must be contained in a decomposition

element.

Step 2. Now we prove the theorem. Let h be a horizontal slice of CP x

P. Then nx(a(h)) is contained in a decomposition element D. If u is any

vertical slice of CP x P, 7ri (<t(i>)) must intersect D since i> intersects h.

Since 7ti((T(i>)) is contained in a decomposition element, nx(o(v)) c T) . Since

CP x P is a union of vertical slices, we have rr(CP x P) c nx~x(D), so a could

not be a homeomorphism.

Thus, CP, SP, and P are new examples of homogeneous continua.
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